The Mask is Unveiled for Mesfin Woldemaryam and His Collaborators

(Gasha Kelemu 6/7/2017)

Historically Amaras are the defenders of Ethiopia. Even though they are wrongly accused, blamed and everyone seems
working against them at this moment, their potential to rise up and claim their freedom and country is a given,
witnessed even by foreign enemies of Ethiopia. In contemporary Ethiopia, anyone can be potentially put in jail, but there
is a specific group (Amaras) that the regime is aiming at. Therefore, no Amara is safe in his or her own country. A system
in which millions of Amaras are jailed, tortured and killed because they happen to belong to the Amara ethnic group is
not a normal system. While all this things happening against the Amara population in general, it is unfortunate for
people like Mesfin Woldemaryam to act as enablers of a system that kills its own citizens. For individuals like Mesfin
Woldemaryam, deception is the bread and butter of their livelihood. In today’s Ethiopia, it is an all-too-common
occurrence in the lives of both people and country that Trojan horses like Mesfin Woldemaryam intentionally mislead or
confuse the public by lying or by forgetting to tell the whole story. A well orchestrated job assigned by their pay masters
and or handlers. Very sad and unfortunate indeed.
I have to come back again and again to warn the Ethiopian people particularly the Amaras to look out for this kind of
people. I have written in length about their way, method and execution of their deceptive action. Like they say “If
knowledge is power, ignorance is weakness”. Understanding our foe’s beliefs, position and background is very
important. After all, this will put us in a stronger position to respond to attacks. It can also increase our image as an
intelligent, rational group. To know our opponent, we always have to know why are they doing this to us, what do they
believe and want? Do they come from a cultural or ethnic group different from ours; and if so how might this affect
dealings with our ongoing fight for survival? We may be able to determine some of these things from our own history
with the person or groups we are dealing with. This can be accomplished from our experiences and personal knowledge
of these Trojan horses, from newspaper articles, from sabotages, campaigns and sellout behaviors they showed us
before. We can learn and guard ourselves. If we just accept and clap for them whenever they showed up (as we are
doing until now), they will keep coming back again and again to abuse us and killing us one by one. If their previous
engagement has a history of responding in a certain manner, chances are that's how they will act again. Knowing our
enemies method and movement and the preferred tactics of the people we are battling is the very basic knowledge we
have to have as people to survive. We have to be thoroughly prepared for what is likely to happen. By knowing our
opponents and their strategies, we will be more likely to avoid any pitfalls we have encountered in the past by sellout
people like Mesfin Woldemaryam and his friends for that matter his pay masters. What Mesfin Woldemaryam and his
collaborators are doing is dividing us by calling our motives and methods into question to try to make the Amara people
look incompetent (unreasonable, unnecessary, dishonest, et cetera), to the community. This can get nasty - discrediting
can even go so far as to include personal attacks, witch-hunting, falsifying history, discredit Amara heroes and or making
them non-Amara. Folks, Newton’s apple doesn’t fall to the ground without a reason, there was gravity. So all this claim
of Amara this and that has a reason. These sellouts are assigned to do this. Look what is happening around you, claiming
emperor Tewodros and Belay Zeleke as non-Amara, claiming the fighting in Gonder by brave native Amara farmers as
non-Amara, etc.. What does all this tell you? It shows me they are doing their assignment of dividing and attacking to
weaken us. What makes me burn is the stupid Amara children clapping and spending their money in every meeting hall
for this scoundrels. I have a message to those children of Amaras, stop it! and know your history. You are sons and
daughters of great people without whom the country named Ethiopia could not have been sustained for 3000 years.
Your forefathers are patriots and gentle rational people and do not insult your forefathers by accompanying and
clapping for people who insult you like professor Mesfin and other mock organization called G7, period.
I don’t know where to start with this person called Mesfin Woldemaryam. He always shows up to ruin the life of every
one by blubbering unsolicited advice. He is the soul guardian of the current rulers of Ethiopia. His work as a foreign
agent started a long time ago. The mask is off for Mesfin Woldemaryam. He is an ethnic monger working for his ethnic
Tigre tribe like his cousins in Minilik palace. He is an anti Amara and anti Ethiopia from the beginning. Don’t even start to
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jump on me because I am telling the truth. He did a lot of damage to the Amara cause. During Dreg’s government, he
and an Eritrean kehadi called Bereket Habtesilasie were the ones who advocated for the killing of more than 62 officials,
reason wrongly perceived Amaras. Second during Kinjit time, he was the one who went out calling the All Ethiopian unity
party as a criminal bundling it with his own party leader Berhanu Nega as instigators. “Berhanu and Hailu are the
problem” that was his statement. But Berhanu is a cover the whole target was the falsely perceived Amara Hailu Shaul.
Mind you Birhanu was his party member of the three months old organization called Kestedamena Mesfin and Birhanu
created just to bust Kinjit where both performed very well. Now he is showing up with Birhanu to tell us they have a new
vision for Ethiopia called Ethiopian National unity? I will say to Mesfin Woldemaryam, give it up, your banda mask is
blown open. What I don’t understand is what qualification or background does Mesfin Woldemaryam has in terms of
politics? What did he accomplish as a politician other than ruining every movement and sabotaging behind the scene? If
you look as far back, you will find him always stand against genuine Ethiopians. Does being a Geographer qualify anyone
as an expert in politics? I don’t think so. The way I see it, it is not his qualification pulling people to be deceived but as
the story goes “in a blind village one eyed is a king”.
Folks, even though Belay Zeleke is a known Amara, I do not care if Mesfin assigned Belay Zeleke as an Oromo or Gurage.
As far as I am concerned they are all Ethiopians. What makes me mad is the use of the above tactics to discredit Amaras
insulting every Amara’s intelligence. This guy is like an onion every time you peel the top there comes the next one
stinging more and more. This is charlatan politics. In my previous writings, I said this kind of sellouts shouldn’t play in our
midst, we have to keep track and confront them, call a spade a spade without civility, period.
As everyone knows Amaras have been targeted for elimination and went through a silent genocide against them. So
what is wrong if members of Amara community to rise up and defend themselves? How is Ethiopia going to be harmed
by Amaras saving themselves from genocide? All the Amara children can create their organization and discuss concerns
with each other on a regular basis without asking for permission from anyone especially from enemies pretending to be
our friends. The so called G7 is a hired gun who collaborates with the enemy of Ethiopia and anti-Amara groups while
isolating and denying even the existence of Amaras in their own land. A mercenary group cannot and will not dictate
why and how Amaras resist to avoid more genocide on them. These anti Amara groups know very well the potential
Amaras have, that is why they are working around the clock against any formation of Amara movement and or
organization. When they convene to form Ethiopian national unity, I said okay let’s see, then something was amiss (a
big elephant in the room). Who represents Amaras in the Ethiopia unity convention in Seattle, Washington? You guessed
it, no one. Not only they isolated Amaras representation, Mesfin is working for his Tigre tribe or greater Tigray so
according to him by denying the existence of Amara in Ethiopia he can claim the land for his tribe. We know, it is simple
as one two three. Didn’t I tell you no civility with these people? TPLF claim Wolkait, Tegede, Ras Dashen for Tigray,
because according the preaching of Mesfin Woldemaryam there is no nation called Amara. For the sake of argument
let’s forget Amara for a moment. Regardless of what anyone’s past resume says and If they want to save Ethiopia
genuinely, wasn’t EPRP a more capable and inclusive organization who should be invited to the affairs of Ethiopia?
Remember what I told you, the whole shenanigan is not to save Ethiopia other than to crown another puppet. This is the
London meeting all over again. Who was a facilitator in the London meeting in 1991? You guessed it correct, it was
Mesfin Woldemaryam and his collaborators. Readers again I want to stress more and put this in your heads. Politics is
like a game of Chess and if you want to win the game, know your opponents move. Tell to charlatan politicians like
Mesfin Woldemaryam and his collaborators, we know and enough is enough. If Mesfin want to be a king let him do it in
Tigray where he was born with his people, they will love him there. Don’t let him play more in our backyard.
I can give you few examples among many, how they use tactics against Amaras on TV and meeting halls either to stop
them from organizing or directly attacking them.
-

There is no such thing as Amara nation: (Mesfin Woldemaryam)
Woyanie is not our enemy: (Mesfin Woldemaryam)
Discredit Past Amara kings: (Tewodros was barbarian, Minilik was a killer - Mesfin Woldemaryam, G7)
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-

Changing our heroes nationality: (Belay Zeleke is Oromo - Mesfin) (really, I couldn't stop laughing)
Designing a program to isolate Amaras: (only people with two language skills can join for leadership- G7)
Discredit Amara organizations: (They were Dergists, Neftegnas, Chauvinists)
Amara shouldn’t be in power again (G7)
Intimidate or shame concerned and outspoken Amaras: (Teklie Yeshaw was this and that – G7 foot soldiers)
Telling Amaras not to organize and defend themselves from genocide while went out of their way to convene,
sign agreements with tribal anti Ethiopia groups. (G7, Mesfin Woldemaryam)
Avoiding anything Amara in websites and TVs: (like ESAT etc…)
Trying to reach to the throne using the blood of Amaras; (False witnesses, we are fighting in Gonder – G7) Not!
Exposing Amaras so Woyanie can hit them: (this and that in this and that city are our members –G7)
Lying, misrepresentation and accusations: (so called Amaras are extremists Neftegas – G7)
Taking credit of the Amara farmers uprisisng: (we fought and killed Woyane without evidence- G7)

There is no doubt genocide was exercised on Amara Ethiopians for the last 40 years. So called organization created by
foreign agents like Professor Mesfin and Dr Birhanu are side branches of the mafia Group TPLF, sustaining Tplf's life until
it accomplishes the elimination of Amara. That is their ultimate goal and we Amaras knew it deep in our hearts. That is
why I said know your opponents intentions and their strategies then you are free. Everyone in and outside of the
country knows and a lot has been said and written what happened to Amaras from north to south inside Ethiopia. I only
want to mention a few things why Amaras are rising up to protect themselves from elimination. Ethnic cleansing is
defined as “the elimination of an unwanted ethnic group or groups from a society, as by genocide or forced emigration”.
Ethnic cleansing is also the attempt to get rid of (through deportation, displacement or even mass killing) members of an
unwanted ethnic group in order to establish an ethnically homogenous geographic area. Who in their right mind can
claim the above definition did not performed or applied on Amaras? Of course this happened against Amaras in
Ethiopia, in the south which had a large population of Amaras were expelled repeatedly. Most Amaras were forced to
resettle in territory allotted to them by tribalists so called kilil. Robbed of their property, robbed of their faith by burning
churches and were brutally killed. Did Mesfin Woldemaryam, G7 or ESAT utter a word about those victims, of course
not. All these ethnic cleansing efforts have been driven by the rise of separatist movements with racist theories fed by
the desire to “purify” their surroundings by expelling (and in many cases destroying) groups considered “alien. Are
Amaras alien in their own country? How about the silent genocide by the name of vaccination? The TPLF itself accepted
the loss of over 2.5 million Amaras on its census but the numbers are higher much higher, estimates show from 5 to 6
million Amaras are unaccounted for. If this is not genocide then what is? All this will come out in due time on judgment
day. Even ICC has linked ethnic cleansing more specifically to genocide, “crimes against humanity” and “war crimes”.
Because the main goal of genocide is to physically destroy entire racial, ethnic or religious groups. If history is a lesson,
everything will come out and all those responsible will pay for their crime. This includes the sellout enablers and
charlatan politicians who pretend to look after us but do the same harm as their masters do like Dr Berhanu Nega and
Professor Mesfin Woldemaryam. So any Amara reading this should tell Mesfin and his friends we are Amaras and we are
alive, we are up, we are united, if they don’t like our stand then they can go to hell where the Devil resides.
I wrote a lot of articles about this Trojan horses, please follow the link below and read about it. I don’t preach what I
don’t follow and I knew our opponents before anyone does. I did my homework and these articles were a few from
many I have written involving Mesfin Woldemaryam and his friends. Enjoy.
The true color of the Trojan horses: Professor Mesfin, Woyanie is not ... https://debteraw.wordpress.com/.../the-true-color-of-the-trojan-horses-professor-mesfi...
Having Kifle Wodajo's Syndrome (pdf) https://debteraw.files.wordpress.com/2008/01/kifle-wodajo-syndrome.pdf

Note: I give permission for anyone with good command of Amaharic to translate and distribute this article.
Forever Ethiopia, Gashakelemu@yahoo.com
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